Ties of Blood

In the sequel to Legacy of Ghosts, there are
consequences for every action.
When
Katelina accepted her new life with Jorick
a life of night and vampires - she left
behind a worried mother and an abandoned
apartment, but a trip home does more harm
than good. As they dodge enemies, a pair
of cold eyes appear in the background.
Though no one else seems to notice,
Katelina is sure that someone
or
something is stalking them. Is it one of
The Guilds legion? Or is it something to do
Verchiel, a strange vampire who seems
suspiciously eager to befriend them? The
terror follows even when Katelina is taken
to The Guild against her will. Though
Jorick follows, even he can only do so
much in the face of the ancient master,
Malick. Will they be punished for the
trouble theyve caused, or does Malick have
other plans? In Ties of Blood, events are
set into motion whose consequences will
echo across the future. The third
installment of the Amaranthine series
plunges back into the world of night and
fear; a world where vampires live in the
dark for a reason.
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